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Abstract
This thesis investigates the effect that the implementation of autonomous vehicles may have
on the vehicle fleet through the design of a simulator in MATLAB that models humandriven and autonomous vehicles. The manned vehicle model, consisting of aggressive,
normal, and cautious drivers, utilizes many of the same functions as the autonomous vehicle model. However, one characteristic difference between the two models is the reaction
time. The manned vehicles have a reaction time of 0.8 seconds, while the autonomous vehicles essentially have a negligible reaction time. The two vehicle models were integrated
into one simulator in order to identify the points at which society would begin to benefit
from having autonomous vehicles on the roadways. Two cost functions, traffic flow rate
and safety, based on the number of collisions, were optimized with respect to two parameters, fraction of autonomous vehicles and traffic density. From the plotted data, the critical
points could be identified. The results suggest that once the autonomous vehicles comprise
more than 40% of the vehicle fleet, an increase in the traffic flow rate will be observed.
The results also suggest that once the traffic density exceeds 10 vehicles per 1280 M 2 , the
traffic flow rate begins to decrease. The number of collisions increases with traffic density,
and an exponential growth can be recognized, indicating a critical point. Unexpectedly,
the number of collisions slightly increases with the fraction of autonomous vehicles. The
increase in the number of collisions is possibly due to the accelerated speeds of the autonomous vehicles and a platooning effect. A significant amount of variation was detected
within each data set implying that another measure of safety may be useful.
Thesis Supervisor: Karl lagnemma
Title: Principal Research Scientist
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Problem Statement and Motivations

Autonomous vehicles are designed to accomplish the main transportation tasks of a traditional car and driver. Automotive vehicle autonomy ranges from a driver having complete
control of the vehicle at all times to the vehicle performing all safety-critical functions in
various conditions without any assistance from the driver. This conjures the question of
how the various levels of autonomy will be integrated into daily transportation. Today, we
are able to find a number of vehicles that have autonomous vehicle technology, for example,
automatic braking and parallel parking assist.
In addition to major urban implications, self-driving cars are likely to have a significant social impact as they are gradually introduced to the automotive market. The implementation of vehicles with much more advanced autonomous technology to our roadways
presents potential advantages and disadvantages.
Executing a smooth integration of autonomous vehicles with existing human-driven
vehicles is a challenging task. The commercial release of fully autonomous vehicles has
the potential to be disruptive. It is important to assess the effect that autonomous vehicles
will have on transportation and traffic behavior. Autonomous vehicles can be precisely
controlled, while human driving behavior is dependent upon a variety of inconsistent factors. It is critical to ensure that the integration of autonomous and manned vehicles do not
have adverse societal effects. Generating predictions for the implementation of automated
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vehicles allows us to investigate how we can best prepare for a profitable integration of
autonomous and manned vehicles.

1.2

Background and Literature Review

Autonomous vehicles potentially offer a collection of societal benefits and opportunities,
however, several policy implications are raised. Policymakers must account for regulatory challenges and liability issues while evaluating the societal advantages of autonomous
vehicle technology.
A human-driven vehicle fleet is far less ideal than a fully autonomous fleet. However,
the transition from manned to fully autonomous vehicles is complex and requires a great
deal of preparation.

1.2.1

Advantages and Disadvantages of Autonomous Vehicles

The implementation of autonomous vehicles would likely provide numerous societal benefits. Fewer traffic collisions would occur due to the increased reliability and faster reaction
time of autonomous vehicles compared to human drivers [1]. Autonomous vehicles have
the potential to reduce traffic congestion and increase roadway capacity [2,3]. They would
allow for higher speed limits that could be precisely observed by autonomous vehicles [4].
Self-driving cars would provide occupants with the freedom to travel without having constraints on their state - under age, unlicensed, blind, intoxicated, or otherwise impaired
or worrying about parking [5] . Automation would also eliminate redundant passengers,
since vehicles would be capable of traveling on their own to pick up passengers or go in for
maintenance [2,6].
In spite of the various benefits that vehicle automation grants, there are a number of
potential obstacles. It is possible a vehicle's computer can be compromised, eliminating
communication between cars [7,8]. The reliability of software also poses an issue along
with liability for damage [9]. Public receptivity varies in the case of autonomous vehicles, and it could be fairly challenging for individuals to forfeit control of their cars [10].
Autonomous vehicles may also require first-rate specialized maps in order to operate effec-
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tively [11]. For optimal functionality, current road infrastructure may need significant modifications [12]. It is important to certify that autonomous vehicles are capable of navigating
through different weather conditions [11]. Autonomous vehicles also have the potential to
eliminate a number of driving-related jobs, since vehicles have the ability to travel without
supervision [13-15].
Table 1.1: Potential benefits and drawbacks that autonomous vehicles may have on society.
Benefits
Drawbacks
Fewer traffic collisions due to in- Vehicles computer's can be hacked
creased reliability and reduced reaction time
Traffic congestion reduction
Software reliability and liability for
damage
Increased roadway capacity
Public receptivity to self-driving cars
Higher speed limits for autonomous Road infrastructure modifications may
vehicles
be necessary
Freedom to travel without constraints
First-rate specialized maps may be required
Automation eliminates redundant pas- Could eliminate a number of drivingsengers
related jobs

1.2.2

Autonomous Vehicle Implementation Predictions

Currently, some modern vehicles are equipped with automated vehicle technology to assist
drivers. However, there is a significant amount of progress to be made in the development
of autonomous vehicle technology. A considerable number of automakers and researchers
have made predictions for the future development of autonomous vehicles and the possible
effects that they may have on society, see Fig 1-1.
Within a few years, Mercedes plans to introduce a piloting system that would allow
hands-free highway driving with autonomous overtaking of other vehicles [16]. Mobileye also expects to deliver hands-free technology for highways in coming years [17]. By
early 2017, the US Department of Transportation hopes to release regulatory information
on vehicle to vehicle communication [18], which GM expects to equip the Cadillac CTS
with [19]. Mobileye expects to have autonomous capabilities to handle different road con15

ditions by 2018 [20]. Nissan also expects to have a feature that can allow a vehicle to
maneuver around other vehicles on a multiple-lane highway by 2018 [21]. During the year
2020, Volvo envisions having vehicles that are effectively "crash free" [22]. Several companies, such as Audi, BMW, GM, Google, Mercedes-Benz, Renault and Tesla, expect to
sell vehicles that can operate by themselves on the highway at least part of the time by
2020 [23-29]. ABI Research forecasts that the technology for fully autonomous vehicles
will exist by 2020 and that 10 million vehicles will be deployed each year by 2032 [30].
Daimler and Ford expect autonomous vehicles on the market by 2025 [31, 32], and during the same year, most new GM vehicles are expected to have automated driving functions [33]. By 2035, IHS Automotive report predicts that most autonomous vehicles will
be operated independently from the occupant's control [34]. Navigant Research estimates
that the sales of autonomous vehicles will reach 95.4 million annually, characterizing 75%
of light-duty vehicle sales [35]. By 2040, knowledgeable members of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers anticipate that up to 75% of vehicles used for transportation
will be autonomous [36].
Timeline for Adoption
Phase 4 (two decades):
100% autonomous
penetration, utopian
society
Phase 3 (2018 to 2022):

complete au-xnmous

Phase I (now to 2018):
'Passive autonomous
drling
Technology
Penetratlon

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

Source Company data, Morgan Stanley Research

Figure 1-1: Predicted trend of the introduction of autonomous vehicle technology.
As predicted by Columbia University's The Earth Institute, the United States' fleet will
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be reduced by a factor of 10 [37]. PricewaterhouseCoopers forecasts that traffic collisions will also be reduced by a factor of 10 and that the fleet size will be reduced by the
same factor [38]. Morgan Stanley expects autonomous vehicles to save the United States
$1.3 trillion annually by decreasing fuel consumption, reducing crash costs and increasing
productivity [39]. KPMG LLP and the Center for Automotive Research (CAR) forecast
improvements in energy efficiency and productivity [40].

1.3

Purpose and Outline of Thesis

In this thesis, the development of the simulator is described, which was created in MATLAB to model an integrated fleet consisting of manned and autonomous vehicles. In order
to successfully integrate the vehicle models, two cost functions based on the traffic flow
rate and safety were optimized with respect to two parameters, the density of traffic flow
and the fraction of autonomous vehicles. The goal of optimizing these cost functions and
parameters was to identify the point at which society would begin to receive worthwhile
benefits and determine the trend in which society gains the most benefits from having an
integrated fleet of vehicles. The gradual increase in the number of autonomous vehicles
on the roadways should result in an increase in the fleet efficiency. Though, with only few
autonomous vehicles on the road relative to the number of manned vehicles, we would not
expect to gain all of the potential advantages that a completely autonomous fleet offers.
There are numerous trade offs between the cost functions and parameters, and it is
important to find an appropriate balance. The traffic flow cannot surpass a certain limit due
to the greater risk of traffic collisions occurring. A minimal amount of traffic hazards is
preferred along with a smooth and relatively fast traffic flow. The density of the traffic can
also have negative effects on the traffic flow and safety, however, increasing the roadway
capacity is beneficial.
In this thesis, the simulator's environment and the vehicle modeling for highway navigation are discussed in Chapter 2. The manned and autonomous vehicle models are described in depth in this chapter. In Chapter 3, the integration of the two vehicle models are
reviewed, accompanied by a detailed description of the process of optimizing the cost func-
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tions and parameters. The results of the integrated vehicle models with optimal conditions
are summarized in Chapter 4, and future work is suggested.
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Chapter 2
Vehicle Modeling for Highway
Navigation
2.1

Simulator Environment

The simulator was designed in MATLAB in order to model the integration of human-driven
and autonomous vehicles. The simulator design is roughly a scale model of a section of a
four lane interstate highway with no entryways or exits. A reasonable simulator lane width
of 4m was chosen based upon the standard U.S. minimum interstate lane width of 3.7m.
The simulated highway lanes are all of equal width. Shoulders can be found on either side
of the highway exceeding the shoulder width standard of 3 m for the U.S. For various states
in the U.S., the freeway speed limit ranges from 55 to 75 miles per hour on average. Thus,
a reasonable speed limit for the simulator was designated to be 70 miles per hour.
The simulated highway section is a straight path comparable to 3000 m, approximately
1.91 miles. The scope of the simulator display encompasses the width of the four lane
highway and shoulders and an 80 m stretch at any particular instance, see Fig 2-1. As the
vehicles traverse the highway, the display moves at a rate less than the average speed of the
traffic. Once a vehicle exits the scope of the the display, it is recycled so that all vehicles
are concentrated within a certain margin of the window. This allows for a continuous flow
of vehicles with the same characteristics. Each vehicle is recycled with a new speed and
location, while all other variables specific to the vehicle remain the same, such as vehicle
19

type.

Figure 2-1: A view of the simulated highway at the beginning of the program with five
vehicles.

2.2

Manned Vehicle Model

A reasonable manned vehicle model was developed based on driving experience and observations made on human driving behavior. A general model was developed to mimic human
driving behavior. Many aspects of the model design are based upon reasonable judgment.
20

2.2.1

Driver Types

In this model, three types of drivers exist- aggressive, normal and cautious drivers. Characteristically, aggressive drivers tend to drive faster than other vehicles in the rest of the
fleet, often exceeding the specified highway speed limit. They desire to travel at a much
faster speed and seek the opportunity to go as fast as possible whenever they may have
the chance. The aggressive vehicles accelerate faster than the other driver types and have
the least amount of tolerance. They are much more likely to drive too closely behind a
frontward vehicle, at a distance that does not guarantee they will be able to stop in order to
avoid collision. The normal or average drivers travel at a moderate speed slightly under the
speed limit. They do not tend to exceed the speed limit, but occasionally may by a couple
miles per hour. The normal drivers also accelerate at a moderate rate and are more tolerant
than aggressive drivers. In the U.S. under optimal conditions, vehicles are encouraged to
drive at least 3 seconds behind a vehicle in front of them. Normal drivers tend to observe
this rule. The cautious drivers travel at a very conservative speed below the speed limit,
ensuring that their speed does not exceed the speed limit. They tend to be quite cautious
before changing lanes or speeding up. Cautious drivers accelerate at a conservative rate and
are the most tolerant of all three driver types. They allot adequate spacing between them
and the vehicle in front to provide security in the event of an unexpected occurrence.
Each driver type in the simulator has different desired speeds, accelerations and tolerances. The desired speed of each vehicle is randomly selected within a specific range that
is based upon vehicle type. The desired speed of the aggressive vehicles can be within
the range of 31.3 m/s to 34.8 m/s (70 mph to 78 mph), while the speed of normal and
cautious drivers can be within the ranges of 28.2 m/s to 31.7 m/s (63 mph to 71 mph)
and 25 m/s to 28.6 m/s (56 mph to 64 mph), respectively. The rates of acceleration for
aggressive, normal, and cautious drivers are 2 m/s 2 , 1.5 m/s 2 and 1 m/s 2 , respectively.
The various distinctions between driver types adds complexity and variation to the fleet, as
shown in Table 2.1. The manned vehicle model is comprised of 10% aggressive drivers,
80% normal drivers and 10% cautious drivers.
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Table 2.1: Speed range and acceleration values for each vehicle type
Vehicle Type
Speed Range (m/s) Acceleration (n/s 2)
2
[31.3 , 34.8]
Aggressive

Normal
Cautious

2.2.2

[28.2, 31.7]

1.5

[25, 28.6]

1

Human Behavior Driving Rules

At the beginning of the program, each vehicle begins traveling at their desired speed with
zero acceleration. The goal of each vehicle is to maintain their desired speed, but in the
event that other vehicles become obstacles in their trajectory, they focus on avoiding collision. Each vehicle, regardless of vehicle type, abides by the following rules.
1. If there is not a vehicle in front of the target vehicle and its current speed is less than
the desired speed, the vehicle will transition to speeding up.
2. If there is a frontward vehicle and its speed is less than the speed of the target vehicle,
the target vehicle will slow down and attempt to match the speed of the vehicle in
front of it.
3. If there is a vehicle in front and both lanes are open, the target vehicle will move to
either one of the open lanes.
4. If there is not a vehicle in the right or left lane, the target vehicle will transition to
that lane.
Otherwise, the vehicle will continue at a constant speed. The following paragraphs will
more closely examine the four rules.
The four rules are the "driving force" behind the behavior of the vehicles. In the case
of Rule 1, the target vehicle speeds up if there are no vehicles in front of it within a certain
range and its speed is below its desired speed. The size of the region that a target vehicle
checks within is dependent on the tolerance of the vehicle type. Cautious vehicles require
adequate spacing between them and the frontward vehicle, thus, if a vehicle is less than
16 m in front of them, they will not speed up. While normal and aggressive vehicles will
22

check within 12 m and 8 m, respectively, for vehicles in front of them. Each target vehicle
will speed up with an acceleration specific to its vehicle type.
Rule 2 states that if there is a frontward vehicle and its speed is less than the speed
of the target vehicle, the target vehicle will slow down. The target vehicle slows down to
approximately the speed of the vehicle in front of it or slightly slower, in order to avoid
collision. The vehicles attempt to slow down quickly enough, but in the event that an
unreasonable rate of deceleration is required in order to avoid collision, the vehicles will
likely collide. Once the target vehicle completes deceleration, it travels at a constant speed.
Target vehicles check to see if there is a frontward vehicle and whether both lanes are
open as dictated by Rule 3. If these two conditions are true, the target vehicle will move to
either one of the open lanes. In this case, there is equal probability that the target vehicle
will move left or right. A random variable is created, and if the value is below the threshold
of 0.5, it will move to the right. If the value is above the threshold, it will move to the
left. Each target vehicle is only permitted one lane change at a time, and vehicles are not
allowed to enter the shoulder. Each target vehicle checks within a certain range next to
vehicle before executing the lane change. Rule 4 states that if there is not a vehicle in the
right or left lane, the target vehicle will transition to that lane. Target vehicles check within
the same range for vehicles as in Rule 3. Vehicles check 12 m ahead of them and 10 m
behind and change lanes while maintaining a constant speed.
A diagram of the various vehicle states is shown in 2-2.

2.2.3

Reaction Time

Within the task of driving, reaction time is the elapsed time from the presentation of road
stimuli, through examination and decision making, to the subsequent behavioral response.
While driving, there is an abundance of road stimuli. Traffic lights, pedestrians and surrounding vehicles are just a few examples of stimuli. Four different types of reaction times
have been recognized- reflex, simple, complex and discrimination. Reflex reactions are instinctive and usually requires a short amount of time because they do not involve thought.
Simple reactions are the most common kind in driving because the stimulus is readily ex23

Case I
Speed Up

Case 3
Move Left

Case0
Constant Speed

Case4
Move Right

Case 2
Slow Down

Figure 2-2: A diagram of the five different states of the function that governs the movement
of the vehicles. Each vehicle starts in case 0. The vehicles transition to different cases based
upon the driving rules. Once a vehicle has completed its task, it returns to case 0.

pected and the driver has decided or practiced what they will do if the stimulus appeared.
Simple reaction times normally take about a quarter of a second [41]. Complex reactions
call for a choice among several responses and the decision related to the most appropriate
response has not been made in advance. The complex reaction time varies based on how
complex the stimulus is. These reaction times can range from one-half to two seconds [41].
Discrimination reactions occur when a driver is required to make a choice between two
or more actions that are not habitual or practiced. Gathering information regarding available alternatives is important. This can take up to a minute if the situation is complex
and slightly urgent [42]. When the situation is urgent, there is a high probability that the
response executed will be inappropriate or there will be no response at all [43].
Primarily, simple and complex reactions are modeled in this simulator leading to the
establishment of a reaction time for the manned vehicle model. Reaction times vary across
the different types of reactions. However, for simplicity, one reaction time was defined for
all reaction between vehicles. A reasonable reaction time of 0.8 seconds for the manned
vehicle model was chosen.
24

2.3

Autonomous Vehicle Model

The autonomous vehicle model is governed by the same rules as the manned vehicle model,
however, the automated model has a few distinct features. The manned vehicle model has
three driver types, while all vehicles in the autonomous model operate under the same
conditions. The following sections will detail the differences between the manned and
autonomous vehicle models.

2.3.1

Autonomous Driving Rules

As previously mentioned, the rules that the manned vehicle model abides by are the same
set of rules that the autonomous model follows. However, the autonomous model is meant
to be the optimal driving model. The autonomous model is capable of performing the
same tasks as the the manned model, but with better accuracy and greater success. The
autonomous vehicles are somewhat comparable to the normal or average driver. They
follow vehicles at the same distance as the normal drivers in the manned vehicle model do.
In the case of a completely autonomous fleet, the headway would be much smaller. Since
an integrated fleet is being modeled, a reasonable tolerance is required.
The goal of the autonomous vehicle is to reach a specified destination efficiently, ultimately, traveling as fast as possible while avoiding traffic hazards. In this simulator, the
desired speed of each autonomous vehicle is within the range of 29.5 m/s to 31 m/s. The
automated vehicles have an acceleration equivalent to the normal driver in the manned vehicle model. In theory, each autonomous vehicle would be equipped with technology that
sensed surroundings in a way that was comparable to a human driver.

2.3.2

Vehicle to Vehicle Network

As mentioned in the manned vehicle model section, drivers must react to road stimuli,
and the elapsed time from stimulus presentation to response is known as the reaction time.
With the use of the autonomous vehicle's technology and sensors, the autonomous vehicles
can react immediately due to the computer's ability to make calculations at an instant.
This allows us to assume that an autonomous vehicle would have a reaction time of zero
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(immediate response to stimulus). With the use of a vehicle to vehicle communication
network for fully autonomous vehicles, immediate responses would be possible.
A vehicle to vehicle communication network provides a dynamic wireless exchange of
data between nearby vehicles, increasing fleet efficiency. By exchanging vehicle-based data
regarding position, speed and transition state, the network enables a vehicle to sense threats
and hazards, calculate risk and prevent collisions. Providing safety is the primary objective,
and a vehicle utilizing a network of information is much more likely to avoid collision.
Vehicle-to-Vehicle Communications for Safety offers a similar opportunity to drivers; the
vision for V2V is that each vehicle on the roadway will be able to communicate with
other vehicles and that this rich set of data will support a new generation of active safety
applications and safety systems [44]. V2V communication provides an additional step in
helping to warn drivers about impending danger and could potentially prevent 25,000 to
592,000 crashes annually [45]. With the continuous advancement of this technology, it can
be applied to completely autonomous vehicles.

2.4

Vehicle Dynamics

The size of each vehicle is comparable to that of a subcompact car. The manned and autonomous vehicle models are governed by the same vehicle dynamics. The vehicle state is
updated according to the speed, acceleration, heading and frame delay. For each frame, the
new X and Y positions are calculated. The steering is also regulated to improve maneuverability. The speed is regulated, so that the vehicle speeds do not exceed 36 m/s or fall
below 0 m/s. The transition from one lane to another is also conducted with the use of a
proportional derivative controller.
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Chapter 3
Integration of Vehicle Models and
Optimization
The use of many of the same functions allowed the manned and autonomous vehicle models
to be integrated seamlessly. In order to analyze the behavior of the integrated models, two
cost functions and two parameters were specified. The cost functions were defined as the
traffic flow rate and safety, measured by the number of collisions that occurred.

Each

cost function is dependent upon both parameters, the fraction of the autonomous vehicles
and the density of vehicle traffic. The following sections detail the cost functions and
parameters for optimization.

3.1

Cost Functions

The cost functions are characterized by the traffic flow rate and the number of collisions that
occur. The traffic flow rate can be optimized by varying the fraction of autonomous vehicles
and the density of vehicle traffic. It is predicted that autonomous vehicle technologies will
allow for a more uniform traffic flow by smoothing out traffic destabilizing shock waves and
better platooning of vehicles [46]. On the other hand, safety, measured by the number of
collisions that occur, can be minimized by varying the two parameters. Increasing roadway
safety would result in a reduction of many common accident risks and therefore crash costs
and insurance premiums [47]. Autonomous vehicles could potentially provide significant
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benefits, not only from a safety perspective, but for better traffic flow [46].

3.1.1

Traffic Flow Rate

A fleet of fully autonomous vehicles allows for higher speed limits and an increase in the
traffic flow rate. Increased highway traffic flow is one of the societal advantages of implementing autonomous vehicles. Autonomous vehicle technology could steady traffic flows
by seeking to minimize freeway traffic accelerations and braking [48]. Congested traffic
speeds could be increased by 8% to 13%, for all vehicles in the fleet, depending on communication and how traffic smoothing algorithms are implemented [48]. Jeff Murttart has
speculated that if every driver behaved the same, and made consistent, rational decisions,
congestion would be dramatically reduced [49]. Human drivers are often distracted by their
surroundings and the main reason for clogged highways. Since autonomous vehicles can
be programmed to travel at precise speeds, maintain exact distances behind cars in front of
them and minimize the number of lane changes [49], many of the traffic hazards that are a
result of human drivers would be alleviated.
Since each autonomous vehicle speed is known, the traffic flow rate cost function of
the simulator can be defined as the mean speed of all the vehicles. It is predicted that an
increase in the fraction of autonomous vehicles would produce an increase in the traffic
flow rate.

3.1.2

Safety

Autonomous vehicle technology has the potential to reduce many common accidents. The
reduction of the number of annual crashes is another societal advantage of implementing
autonomous vehicles. Driver error is believed to be the main reason behind many crashes
[48]. Over 30 thousand people die annually in the U.S. in automobile collisions, and at $300
billion, the annual economic cost of crashes is much higher than that of congestion [48].
An increase in the autonomous vehicle penetration is likely to yield highway safety benefits
at higher rates [46]. Though a significant amount of research must be conducted to ensure
that autonomous vehicles would provide the necessary safety for occupants, great potential
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benefits are foreseeable.
The safety cost function of the simulator is defined as the number of collisions that
occur within a designated time period. Collisions occur when any point on a vehicle intersects the polygon of another. Once a collision occurs, one of the vehicles is removed
and recycled back through the program. Fewer collisions are expected with an increase in
the fraction of autonomous vehicles, while more collisions are expected with higher traffic
densities. The number of collisions should be minimized with respect to the fraction of
autonomous vehicles and density.

3.2

Parameters for Optimization

The fraction of autonomous vehicles and the traffic density are inputs of the highway simulator. Each parameter can be varied independently, in order to optimize the system.

3.2.1

Fraction of Autonomous Vehicles

The fraction of autonomous vehicles can be adjusted from 0% to 100 % of the entire vehicle
fleet. Autonomous vehicles are much more effective in larger numbers, so a greater fraction
of autonomous vehicles is expected to have a much more dramatic effect. A completely
manned vehicle fleet would be the least optimal case due to a considerable amount of
variation across the fleet. This variation is likely to lead to slower traffic and increased
collisions. The fully autonomous case is likely the optimal case, as a result of autonomous
vehicles capabilities, traveling at precise speeds and following a consistent set of patterns
and rules. It is important to optimize the fraction of autonomous vehicles in order to identify
the point at which benefits will be reaped at a considerable rate. A higher fraction of
autonomous vehicles is expected to result in an increased traffic flow rate and fewer vehicle
collisions.
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3.2.2

Density of Vehicle Traffic

The density of the vehicle traffic is defined as the number of cars in the model per unit
area and can be varied from 0 to 35 vehicles. Increasing roadway capacity is one of the
societal advantage of having autonomous vehicles. Human drivers have difficulty attaining
high speeds with a great deal of traffic. Roadways become congested when there are many
vehicles present. Autonomous vehicles have the potential to alleviate these issues due to
their ability to follow vehicles closely at higher speeds [48]. However, unlike the fraction
of autonomous vehicles, the traffic density has a limit. Beyond a certain limit, diminishing
returns are seen, and an extremely high density can have disadvantageous effects. The
density of vehicle traffic must be optimized with respect to the traffic flow rate and safety.

3.3

Optimization of Cost Functions with Respect to Parameters

Each cost function was optimized with respect to each parameter in order to generate four
graphs- traffic flow versus fraction of autonomous vehicles, safety versus fraction of autonomous vehicles, traffic flow versus traffic density and safety versus traffic density. The
fraction of autonomous vehicles was varied from 0% to 100%, increased by intervals of 10,
while the traffic density of 20 cars was kept constant. The traffic density was varied from
6 to 30, increased by intervals of 4, while the fraction of autonomous vehicles was kept at
50%. In order to collect data for each interval, the simulator ran 20 times for two minute
cycles. The mean and standard deviation was calculated for each data set.
The traffic flow increases with the fraction of autonomous vehicles, see Fig 3-1, as
expected. The traffic flow is fairly steady from 0% to 40% fraction of autonomous vehicles,
and begins to increase once autonomous vehicles account for more than 40% of the vehicle
fleet. As the fraction of autonomous vehicles increases, the standard deviation seems to
decrease. This is likely due to the fact that the autonomous vehicle speed range is much
smaller.
The number of collisions seems to gradually increase with the fraction of autonomous
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vehicles, as shown in Fig 3-2. The number of collisions remains relatively steady from 0%
to 50%, then slightly increases as the fraction of autonomous vehicles continues to increase.
There seems to be a lot of variation within data sets for each point. Since the program is
randomized for each run, a new measure of safety may need to be added to reduce the
standard deviation. There is a great deal of difficulty in measuring the safety solely based
on the number of collisions that occur in each run. There may also be an underlying issue
with the autonomous vehicle model that must be compensated with a few other functions.
The autonomous vehicles all have similar speeds and begin to get closer to one another as
the program runs. It seems as though a platooning effect beings to occur. Other parameters
and functions may need to be added, such as collision avoidance and possibly a function
that reduces the tolerance as the fraction of autonomous vehicles decreases. This may allow
us to possibly gain results that align with the expected result and have less variation.
The traffic flow rate decreases as the traffic density increases, as shown in Fig 3-3.
However, the traffic flow rate is slightly higher than expected for the case of 6 and 10
vehicles. This is likely due to the fact that the manned vehicles were all normal drivers in
these cases. The decline in traffic flow rate occurs linearly once the number of cars exceeds
10.
The number of collisions increases gradually as the traffic density increases, shown
in Fig 3-4. However, the number of collisions increases dramatically from 26 to 30 cars,
more than doubling. The curve increases almost exponentially. It may be compelling
to investigate the critical point. For a 50% fraction of autonomous vehicles, it seems to
be approximately a traffic density of 26 cars. There was also a considerable amount of
variation withing each data set. This contributes to the conclusion that the safety may need
to be measured by another parameter, such as the proximity between vehicles.
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Figure 3-1: The traffic flow rate versus the fraction of autonomous vehicles. The traffic
flow was calculated for differing fractions of autonomous vehicles. The error bars display
the standard deviation for each calculated value.
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Chapter 4
Summary and Conclusion
Autonomous vehicle technology is likely to have a significant impact on driving behavior
in coming years. With the introduction of more collision avoidance systems and vehicle to vehicle communication networks, the way we drive today may be forever changed.
As vehicles continue to be equipped with much more advanced automated technology,
there may be increasing difficulty in accommodating these vehicles. Autonomous vehicles
may require roadway modifications that must also permit human-driven vehicles. In order
for a smooth transition to occur from human-driven vehicles to autonomous vehicles, autonomous vehicles must be introduced slowly to allow for a gradual adjustment. This could
supply drivers with the time necessary to slowly accept autonomous vehicle technology and
the possible benefits it provides. It is fairly rough to estimate the time line for adaptation.
The technology has the potential to be ready sooner than we think, but society may not be.
Based on the results mentioned in Chapter 3, an increased traffic flow rate can be observed once autonomous vehicles comprise more than 40% of the total vehicle fleet. As the
traffic density increases, the traffic flow rate decreases at a gradual rate, as expected. It may
be worthwhile to investigate how the traffic flow rate changes as the density and fraction
of autonomous vehicles changes. The number of collisions increases with traffic density,
and the results seem to suggest a critical point. The number of collisions also increased
slightly as the traffic density increased, which was unexpected. There was a great deal of
variation within each data set. Conclusions cannot be made from the number of collisions
versus fraction of autonomous vehicles graph, but additional work can be done to gain a
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better understanding.
There is a significant amount of work that can be done to improve the results of the
simulator in order to better analyze the integrated fleet. Modeling human-driven vehicles
is quite challenging due to the abundance of factors to account for. The driving behavior of
one person can have a lot of variation during the course of one trip. Adding more variation
to the manned vehicle model could better replicate human driving behavior. It is slightly
more difficult to model randomly "distracted" drivers, but it is much more realistic. There
are numerous parameters and functions that could be added to the simulator to broaden the
complexity of the simulated highway.
The autonomous vehicle model could also be further improved. Adding collision avoidance to the model would add another layer of complexity. An autonomous vehicle would
"sense" vehicles nearby whose trajectory would result in a collision with the autonomous
vehicle. The vehicles would quickly calculate the possible paths to avoid collision and
choose the safest course of action. A function could also be added that decreases the
tolerance of the autonomous vehicles as the fraction of autonomous vehicles increases to
optimize roadway capacity. Another rule can also be added to the set of driving rules that
states if a vehicle is too close to the frontward vehicle, it will slow down.
The intricacy of the simulator as a whole has the potential to be heightened. The stretch
of the interstate highway can be lengthened to include entryways and exits. This would
allow for the traffic density to change over time. Congestion could also be modeled in
relation to the time of day, such as rush hour traffic. Currently, when a collision occurs, one
of the vehicles is recycled and traffic continues. This can be adjusted, so that when a traffic
collision occurs, all vehicles slow down until the accident is cleared.
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Appendix A
Additional Figures

Figure A-1: Simulator with autonomous vehicles shown in blue and human-driven vehicles
shown in yellow.
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Appendix B
MATLAB Code
The MATLAB code in this appendix presents the functions governing vehicle behavior.
*Note: This is not the complete simulator code.

%

%

VEHICLE TYPE
%
%----------------------------------------------------------------------% This function defines the type of vehicle
% There are three types of vehicles aggressive, normal, and cautious
function vehicle-type
vehicle-perm = randperm(NUMCARS);
for i = 1
vehicle-type-array(vehicleperm(i))
end

= AGGRESSIVETYPE;

for i = 2:8
vehicle-type-array(vehicle-perm(i)) = NORMALTYPE;
end
for i = 9
vehicle-type-array (vehicleperm(i)) = CAUTIOUSTYPE;
end
for i = ll:NUMCARS
vehicle-type-array (vehicleperm(i)) = AUTONOMOUS;
end
end
% This function defines how the vehicles
% type
function moveVehicles()
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will

move based on the vehicle

for i = 1:NUMCARS
switch vehicle-type-array(i)
case AGGRESSIVETYPE
moveV(true,i,ACCELUNIT(1) ,DESIREDSPEEDARRAY(i),
TARGETVEHICLEMAXSPEED(1),...
TARGETVEHICLEMINSPEED (1) ,PROBMOVERIGHT (1),..
PROBMOVELEFT(1),TOLERANCE(1),ACCELLIMIT);
case NORMALTYPE
moveV(true, i,ACCELUNIT (2),DESIREDSPEEDARRAY (i),..
TARGET_VEHICLEMAXSPEED (2), ...
TARGETVEHICLEMINSPEED (2),PROBMOVERIGHT (2),
PROBMOVELEFT(2),TOLERANCE(2),ACCELLIMIT);
case CAUTIOUSTYPE
moveV (true,i,ACCELUNIT (3),DESIREDSPEEDARRAY(i),.
TARGETVEHICLEMAXSPEED(3),...
TARGETVEHICLEMINSPEED (3),PROBMOVERIGHT (3),..
PROBMOVELEFT(3),TOLERANCE(3),ACCELLIMIT);
case AUTONOMOUS
moveV (true,
i,ACCELUNIT (2),DESIREDSPEEDAUTONOMOUS,
AUTONOMOUSMAXSPEED,AUTONOMOUSMINSPEED, ...
PROBMOVERIGHT(2),PROBMOVELEFT(2),...
TOLERANCE (2),AUTONOMOUSACCEL_LIMIT);
otherwise
disp ('[ERROR]: moveVehicle');
end
end
end

%

%

%----------------------------------------------------------------------VEHICLE FUNCTION
%----------------------------------------------------------------------function moveV(flag_randomized,vehicleindex,accelunit,...
desiredSpeed, vehicle-typejmax-speed, vehicletype-min-speed,.
prob moveright,prob moveleft,tolerance,acceljlimit)
recyclied thisstep = false;
switcb transition-flag-array(vehicleindex)
% normal driving mode
case 0 % staying current
if

state,

generate random number and ...

recyclied this-step
== false % if no other vehicle is
recycled at this
time step
recyclied-this-step
= recycling(vehiclejindex,...
flag-randomized,accelunit,...
vehicletype
max-speed,vehicle type-minspeed);
% only one vehicle is recycled at each step

end
% Execution
accel = 0; % same speed,

steer

=

keeping in the same lane

0;

[VX-array(vehiclejindex),VYarray(vehicle-index),...
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VHeading-array(vehiclejindex),...
VSpeedarray(vehicleindex)]= ...
VehicleStateUpdate(VX array(vehicle-index),...

VYarray(vehicleindex),...
VHeading-array(vehiclejindex),...
VSpeedarray(vehicleindex),accel,steer,...
HERO_H,FRAMEDELAY);
%

Checking for vehicles in the other lanes
[vehiclebothlanes-array(vehicleindex)] =
VehicleBothLanes(vehicleindex);
[vehicleleftlane_array(vehicle_index)] =
VehicleLeftLane(vehicleindex);
[vehicle_rightlanearray(vehicle_index)] =
VehicleRightLane(vehicle_index);

%

Checking for vehicles in front
[frontvehicleindex,front-vehicle_speed] =
getFrontVehicle(vehiclejindex,tolerance);
if -isempty(front-vehicleindex)
frontvehicleindexarray(vehiclejindex)
frontvehicleindex;
frontvehiclespeed-array(vehicle-index)
frontvehicle-speed;
end

=...
=...

[vehicleinfront_array(vehicleindex)] =
CheckFront(vehicleindex,tolerance);
% speed up
if vehicleinfrontarray(vehicleindex) ==
false && VSpeed-array(vehiclejindex)
% mode transition
transitionflag-array(vehicle_index)
% target speed setup
target-speed-array(vehicleindex)

< desiredSpeed

= 1;

= desiredSpeed;

% slow down
elseif vehicleinfrontarray(vehiclejindex) == true ...
&& frontvehicle-speed array(vehiclejindex) ...
< VSpeedarray(vehicleindex)
proceedarray(vehicleindex) = ...
reactiontime(vehicle_index);
if proceed array(vehicle_index) == true &&
vehicle-type-array(vehicle_index)
% mode transition
transitionflag-array(vehicle-index) = 2;
% target speed setup
target-speed-array(vehicleindex)
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=

...
= AUTONOMOUS

frontvehicle-speedarray(vehiclejindex);
elseif vehicle type-array(vehicleindex) == AUTONOMOUS
% mode transition
transitionflag-array(vehicle-index) = 2;
% target speed setup
target-speed-array(vehicle_index) =
frontvehicle-speed array(vehiclejindex);
end
% change lane
elseif vehicleinfrontarray(vehicleindex) == true...
&& vehiclebothlanesarray(vehiclejindex) ==
false && VX-array(vehiclejindex)...
> (DisplayjnainX - 8)
TRAFFICRN(vehicle_index) = rand;
if TRAFFICRN(vehicleindex) < probjmoveright
% lane change event regulator
targetY = VYarray(vehicle-index) + LANEWIDTH;
permission = LaneChangeEventRegulator(targetY);
% event trigger
if permission
transitionflag-array(vehiclejindex) = 3;
targetVYarray(vehiclejindex) = targetY;

else
transitionflag-array(vehiclejindex)

= 4;

end
elseif TRAFFICRN(vehicle_index) < probmoveright...
+ probmoveleft
% lane change event regulator
targetY
= VYarray(vehicle-index) - LANEWIDTH;
permission = LaneChangeEventRegulator(targetY);
% event trigger
if permission
transitionflag-array(vehiclejindex) = 4;
targetVYarray(vehiclejindex) = targetY;
else
transitionflag-array(vehiclejindex) = 3;
end
end
elseif vehiclerightlane array(vehicleindex) == false...
&& VXarray(vehicleindex) > (DisplayjmainX - 8)
lane change event regulator
+ LANEWIDTH;
= VY-array(vehicleindex)
targetY
permission = LaneChangeEventRegulator(target_Y);
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% event trigger
if permission
transitionflag-array(vehicleindex) = 4;
targetVYarray(vehicle_index) = targetY;
end
elseif vehicleleftlanearray(vehicleindex) == false...
&& VX-array(vehicle index) > (Display-mainX - 8)
% lane change event regulator
targetY = VYarray(vehicleindex) - LANEWIDTH;
permission = Lane_ChangeEventRegulator(targetY);
% event trigger
if permission
transitionflag-array(vehicleindex) = 3;
targetVY-array(vehicle_index) = targetY;
end

else
% stay in the normal mode
end
% mode 1: increaing speed
case 1
% during increasing speed
% Execution
accel = accel unit; % increase speed, keeping lane
steer = 0;
[VX-array(vehicle index),VYxarray(vehicleindex),...
VHeading-array(vehicleindex),...
VSpeed array(vehicleindex)] = ...
VehicleStateUpdate(VX array(vehicleindex),...
VYarray(vehicleindex),...
VHeading-array(vehicleindex),...
VSpeed array(vehicleindex),accel,steer,...
HEROH, FRAMEDELAY);
% check returning to normal driving mode
% when accel is limited or reaching target...
%... speed or after predefined time limit
(VSpeed.array(vehicleindex) >= ...
target-speed array(vehicleindex)) I
(transitiontimeduration(vehicle-index) >
TRANSITION_TIMEDURATIONLIMIT)

.

if

% return to normal mode
transition-flag-array(vehicleindex)

= 0;

% duration reset
transitiontimeduration(vehiclejindex)
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= 0;

else
% increase time duration
transitiontimeduration(vehicleindex) =
transitiontimeduration(vehicleindex)
+ FRAMEDELAY;

...

end
% mode 2: decreasing speed
case 2 % during decreasing speed
% Execution

if isempty(front vehicleindexarray(vehicleindex))
accel = -accel-unit;
else
accel = (frontvehiclespeed-array(vehicleindex)
- VSpeed-array(vehicle_index))/FRAMEDELAY;
end
steer = 0;
[VX-array(vehiclejindex), VY_array(vehiclejindex),...
VHeading-array(vehiclejindex),...
VSpeed-array(vehiclejindex)] = ...
VehicleStateUpdate(VX array(vehicleindex),...
VYarray(vehicleindex),...
VHeading-array(vehicle-index),...
VSpeed array(vehiclejindex),accel,...
steer, HEROH, FRAMEDELAY);
vehicle should attempt to slow down in order to match
the speed of the vehicle in front of it

...

...

% check returning to normal driving mode
when reaching target
speed or after
predefined time
imit
% including reasonable acceleration limit
possibly 4
% m/s^2
if isempty(frontvehicleindexarray(vehicleindex))
slowerthanfront = 1;
else
slowerthanfront =
VSpeed array(vehicleindex) <= ...
VSpeedarray(front vehicleindexarray...
(vehicle-index));
end
if slowerthanfront == 1 |.
(transitiontimeduration(vehicle index)
TRANSITIONTIMEDURATIONLIMIT)
|.
(accel >= accel_limit)
% return to normal mode
transitionflag-array(vehiclejindex) = 0;
% duration reset
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> ...

= 0;

transitiontime-duration(vehicle index)

else
% increase time duration

transitiontime-duration(vehicle index) =
transitiontimeduration(vehicleindex) ...
+ FRAMEDELAY;
end
% lane change mode
case {3,4} %change the lane

(left or right)

same routine

% lane change control during transition
A_X = VXarray(vehicle_index); AY

=

...

VYarray(vehicle.index); AHeading = ...
VHeading-array(vehicleindex); A_Speed =
VSpeed array(vehicleindex);
A_L = HEROH; Adt = FRAMEDELAY; A-prevY =
prevVY-array(vehicleindex); AtargetY =
targetVY-array(vehicleindex);
[newX, newY, newHeading, newSpeed, newprevY, endingbool]
= LaneChangePDController (AX,AY, AHeading,...
ASpeed, AL, A dt, A_prev Y, A targetY, Kp, Kd);
VX-array(vehicleindex) = newX; VYarray(vehicle_index)...
= newY; VHeading-array(vehiclejindex) =...
newHeading; VSpeed-array(vehicle-index) = ...
newSpeed; prevVY-array(vehicle.index) = newprevY;
% check returning to normal driving mode
%%%- when reaching target lane and heading straight
if ending-bool
% trick!
VYarray(vehicle-index) =
targetVY-array(vehicle_index);
VHeading-array(vehicleindex) = 0;
% return to normal node
transition-flag-array(vehicle_index)

=

0;

end
end
end
-

change event regulator
% sub-function :lane
% called once to check lane change is allowed
% checks with boundary
function permission = LaneChangeEventRegulator(targetY)
% default
permission = true;

if targetY < -2*LANEWIDTH
% when exceeding the left boundary
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permission = false;
elseif targetY > 2*LANEWIDTH
% when exceeding the right boundary
permission = false;

&

elseif sum((targetY == targetVY-array)
(transitionflagarray
>=3)) > 0
% only one lane change to each lane is allowed
permission = false;
else
end
end
%------------------------------------------------------------------------%
CHECK BOTH LANES
%
%------------------------------------------------------------------------%
function [vehicle_bothlanes] = Vehicle_Both_Lanes(vehicle_index)
vehicle_bothlanes = false;
= [VXarray(vehicle_index) - LANE_WIDTH*3,
leftlanex
VX_array(vehicle_index) + LANE_WIDTH*4,
VX_array(vehicle_index) + LANE_WIDTH*4,
VX_array(vehicle_index) - LANE_WIDTH*3,...
VX_array(vehicle_index) - LANE_WIDTH*3];
- LANE_WIDTH/2,.
leftlaney
= [VYarray(vehicle_index)
VY_array(vehicle_index) - LANEWIDTH/2,...
VY_array(vehicle_index) - LANE_WIDTH*3/2,...
VY_array(vehicle_index) - LANE_WIDTH*3/2,
VY_array(vehicle_index) - LANEWIDTH/2];
rightlanex = [VXarray(vehicle_index) - LANEWIDTH*3,...
VX_array(vehicle_index) + LANE_WIDTH*4,...
VX_array(vehicle_index) + LANE_WIDTH*4,...
VX_array(vehicle_index) - LANEWIDTH*3,...
VX_array(vehicle_index) - LANEWIDTH*3];
rightlane-y
= [VYarray(vehicle_index)
+ LANE_WIDTH/2,...
VY_array(vehicle_index) + LANEWIDTH/2,...
VY_array(vehicle_index) + LANE_WIDTH*3/2,...
VY_array(vehicle_index) + LANEWIDTH*3/2,...
VY_array(vehicle_index) + LANEWIDTH/2];
for

j

= 1:NUMCARS
if vehicleindex ~= j
[tv-boxx,tv-box_y] = getvehiclebox(VXarray(j),...
VY_array(j),VHeading-array(j)/180*pi,HEROH/2,...
HEROH, HEROW) ;
= inpolygon(tv-box-x,tv-boxy,
in_left
leftlanex,leftlane_y);
if (sum(inleft>0) > 0)
vehicleleft = true;
break;
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end
end
end
for 1 = 1:NUMCARS
if vehicleindex -= 1
[tv-box-x, tvboxy] = get-vehiclebox (VX array (1), ...
VYarray(l),VHeading-array(l)/180*pi,HEROH/2,...
HEROH,HEROW);
in-right = inpolygon(tv box-x,tv-boxy,...
rightlane x,rightlaney);
if (sum(in-right>O) > 0)
vehicle-right = true;
break;
end
end
end
if vehicle-right == true & vehicleleft
vehiclebothlanes = true;
end

==

true

end

%

%-----------------------------------------------------------------------CHECK LEFT LANE

%

%------------------------------------------------------------------------

[vehicleleftlane]

function

= VehicleLeftLane(vehicle index)

vehicleleftlane = false;
leftlanex = [VX-array(vehicleindex) - LANEWIDTH*3,...
VXarray(vehicle index) + LANEWIDTH*4,...
VXarray(vehiclejindex) + LANEWIDTH*4,...
VXarray(vehiclejindex) - LANEWIDTH*3,...
VXarray(vehiclejindex) - LANEWIDTH*3];
leftlane_y = [VYIarray(vehicleindex) - LANEWIDTH/2,...
VYarray(vehicleindex) - LANEWIDTH/2,...
VYarray(vehiclejindex) - LANEWIDTH*3/2,...
VYarray(vehiclejindex) - LANEWIDTH*3/2,...
VYarray(vehicle index) - LANEWIDTH/2];
for

j

=

1:NUMCARS

if vehicleindex ~
j
[tv-boxx, tvbox_y] = get-vehiclebox (VX array (j), ...
VYarray(j),VHeading-array(j)/180*pi,HEROH/2,...
HEROH,HEROW);
inleft = inpolygon(tv-box-x,tv-box-y, ...
leftlane-x, leftlane-y);
if
(sum(inleft>0) > 0)
vehicleleftlane = true;
break;
end
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end
end

%

%

end
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------%
CHECK RIGHT LANE
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------function [vehiclerightlane] = VehicleRightLane(vehiclejindex)
vehicle-rightlane = false;
rightlanex = [VXarray(vehicle_index) - LANE_WIDTH*3,...
VX_array(vehicle_index) + LANE_WIDTH*4,...
VX_array(vehicle_index) + LANE_WIDTH*4,...
VX_array(vehicle_index) - LANE_WIDTH*3,...
VX_array(vehicle_index) - LANE_WIDTH*3];
rightlane-y = [VYarray(vehicle_index) + LANE_WIDTH/2,...
VY_array(vehicle_index) + LANEWIDTH/2,...
VY_array(vehicle_index) + LANE_WIDTH*3/2,...
VY_array(vehicle_index) + LANE_WIDTH*3/2,...
VY_array(vehicle_index) + LANEWIDTH/2];
for

j = 1:NUMCARS
if vehicleindex ~= j
[tv-box-x, tvboxy] = getvehiclebox (VXarray(j),
VY_array(j),VHeading-array(j)/180*pi,...
HEROH/2, HEROH,HEROW);
in-right
= inpolygon (tvbox-x,tvboxy,
rightlane-x, rightlaney);
if (sum(inright>O) > 0)
vehicle-rightlane = true;
break;
end
end

...

end
end

%

%----------------------------------------------------------------------%0
CHECK FRONT
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------%
function [front_check] = CheckFront(vehicle_index,tolerance)
frontcheck = false;
% determines whether there is a vehicle in front
[frontvehicle_index,front-vehiclespeed] = ...
getFrontVehicle(vehicle_index,tolerance);
if

-isempty(front-vehicle_index) % front vehicle
frontcheck = true;

end
end
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%

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

%

%
LANE CHANGE PD Controller
%----------------------------------------------------------------------function [newX,newY,newHeading,newSpeed,newprevY,endingbool]...
= LaneChangePD_Controller (AX,AY, AHeading, ...
ASpeed, A_L, Adt,A_prevY,AtargetY, Kp, Kd)
%%%%%%%% PD controller for lane change %%%%%%%%
% D term
Der-VY =

(AY

-

A-prevY)/Adt;

% PD control law
steer = Kp*(AtargetY - AY) + Kd*(-DerVY);
steer = steer-regulator(steer);
% constant speed
accel = 0;
% execution
[newX,newY,newHeading,newSpeed] = VehicleStateUpdate(AX,AY,...
A_Heading,ASpeed, accel, steer,AL,A-dt);
% prevY update
newprevY = AY;
% check ending
if (abs(newY - AtargetY) < LANECHANGEFINISHTHREY) &&.
(abs(newHeading) < LANECHANGEFINISHTHREHeading)
ending_bool = true;
else
ending_bool = false;
end
end

%

%----------------------------------------------------------------------RECYCLING OF VEHICLE
%

%

%-----------------------------------------------------------------------

function recyclied = recycling(vehicle index,flagrandomized,...
acceltype,vehicle-type-max-speed,vehicle-type-minspeed)
vehicleX = VXarray(vehiclejindex);

if

(vehicleX > DisplayjmainX + ROIXupper) |
(vehicleX < Display_mainX + ROI_X_lower)
% generate random number
if flag-randomized
RecyclingRN = rand;
end % else use one restored from history
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.

% check if vehicle_index vehicle is a recycling candidate
CurrentViewAxis = axis;

% outside of ROI

SPEED_DEV = 10;
% recycled front or rear
if RecyclingRN < 0.5 % half change -

recycle

in front

area

% lane selection & outmost vehicle
[new-vehicleY,refspeed,lanechosen_close_vX] =
selectionlane-ahead(vehicle_index);
if lane-chosenclose_v_X > Display mainX
...
DISPLAY_WINDOW(4) % outmost vehicle is...
%outside of current window
recyclied = false; % no recylcing - waiting
else
recyclied = true;
% new position X
newvehicleX = Display mainX + ROI_X_upper ...
- ROImargin/2;
% new aim speed - random
%aimspeed = DESIRED_SPEED_ARRAY(vehicle_index);
switch vehicletype-array(vehicleindex)
case AGGRESSIVETYPE
aimspeed = DESIRED_SPEEDARRAY(vehicle_index);
case NORMALTYPE
aimspeed = DESIRED_SPEEDARRAY(vehicle_index);
case CAUTIOUSTYPE
aimspeed = DESIRED_SPEEDARRAY(vehicleindex);
case AUTONOMOUS
aimspeed = DESIRED_SPEEDARRAY(vehicleindex);
end
% minimum speed setup for
dist = abs(newvehicleX - lane_chosen_close_v_X) ...
HERO_H;
if dist > (refspeed^2)/(2*acceltype)
minspeed = 0;
else
min-speed = sqrt(ref-speed^2 - 2*acceltype*dist);
end

%

newvehicleSpeed = max(aim-speed,minspeed);
newvehicleSpeed = ...
tv-speed-regulator(new-vehicleSpeed,...
vehicletype
max-speed,vehicle-type minspeed);
newvehicleHeading = 0;
end
else % half change -

recycle in rear area

% lane selection & outmost vehicle
[new-vehicleY,refspeed,lane_chosen_close_v_X]
selection_lane_behind(vehicleindex);
if
lanechosenclose_v_X < DisplaymainX +...
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=...

DISPLAYWINDOW(3)
% outmost vehicle is outside of current window
recyclied = false; % no recylcing - waiting
else
recyclied = true;
newvehicleX = DisplayjnainX + ROI_X_lower...
+ ROI-margin/2;
switch vehicletype-array(vehicle-index)
case AGGRESSIVETYPE
aim-speed = DESIRED_SPEEDARRAY(vehicle_index);
case NORMALTYPE
aim-speed = DESIREDSPEEDARRAY(vehicle_index);
case CAUTIOUSTYPE
aim-speed = DESIREDSPEEDARRAY(vehicleindex);
case AUTONOMOUS
aim-speed = DESIREDSPEEDARRAY(vehicle_index);
end
dist = abs(new vehicleX - lanechosenclose vX) ...
- HEROH;
max-speed = sqrt(ref-speed^2 + 2*acceltype*dist);
new_vehicleSpeed = min(aim-speed,maxspeed);
new_vehicleSpeed = ...
tv-speedregulator(newvehicleSpeed,...
vehicle type max-speed,vehicle-typejmin-speed);
newvehicleHeading = 0;
end
end
if recyclied
VX-array(vehicleindex) = newvehicleX;
VY-array(vehicleindex) = newvehicleY;
VSpeed-array(vehiclejindex) = newvehicleSpeed;
VHeading-array(vehicleindex) = new-vehicleHeading;
% reset to normal mode when recycled
transition-flag-array(vehiclejindex) = 0;
end
else
recyclied

=

false;

end
% sub-function - lane selection of the recycled vehicle from ahead
function [lanechosenY,lanechosenspeed,lane chosenclose_vX]...
= selectionlane_ahead(recycled vehicle_index)
% lane chosenY: the lane position Y that has the...
% biggest space from ahead
% lanechosenspeed: vehicle speed corresponding above

% lanechosenclose_v_X : X pos of the correspong vehicle
% lane 1
indiceslanel =

(VY-array > -2*LANEWIDTH)
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&

(VY-array

...

< -LANEWIDTH);
indiceslanel (recycledvehiclejindex) = 0;
% exclusion of recycled_vehicle
[max-lanel,maxlanelindex] = max(VX-array(indiceslanel));
% lane 2
indiceslane2 = (VY Iarray > -LANEWIDTH) & (VYxarray < 0);
indiceslane2 (recycledvehicleindex) = 0;
[maxlane2,max_lane2_index] = max(VX-array(indices_lane2));
% lane 3
indiceslane3 = (VY array > 0) & (VY-array < +LANEWIDTH);
indiceslane3 (recycledvehiclejindex) = 0;
[max_lane3,max_lane3_index] = max(VX-array(indices lane3));
% lane 4
indiceslane4 = (VY-array > +LANEWIDTH) & (VYarray < ...
+2*LANEWIDTH);
indiceslane4 (recycledvehiclejindex) = 0;
[maxlane4,max_lane4_index] = max(VX-array(indices lane4));

% lanechosen
if isempty(maxjlanel)
lanechosenY = -LANEWIDTH*3/2;
lanechosen-speed = NaN;
lanechosenclose_v_X = inf;
elseif isempty (maxjlane2)
lanechosenY = -LANEWIDTH/2;
lanechosen-speed = NaN;
lanechosenclose_v_X = inf;
elseif isempty(maxjlane3)
lanechosenY = LANEWIDTH/2;
lanechosen-speed = NaN;
lanechosenclose_v_X = inf;
elseif isempty (maxjlane4)
lanechosenY = LANEWIDTH*3/2;
lanechosen-speed = NaN;
lanechosenclose_v_X = inf;
else
[-,lane chosen]
min( [max_lanel,maxlane2,max-lane3,maxlane4]);

% lanechosen
switch lanechosen

case 1
lanechosenY = -LANEWIDTH*3/2;
max_V_indices= find (indices lanel,
max_lanel index);
lanechosen-speed= VSpeedarray(maxV_indices(end));
lanechosenclose_v_X= VX_array(maxV_indices(end));
case 2
lanechosenY = -LANEWIDTH/2;
max_V_indices= find (indices lane2, max_lane2_index);
lanechosen-speed= VSpeed-array(maxV_indices(end));
lanechosenclose_v_X= VX_array (maxV_indices (end));
case 3
lanechosenY = LANEWIDTH/2;
max_V_indices= f ind (indices lane3, max_lane3_index);
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lanechosenspeed= VSpeedarray(maxVVindices(end));
lanechosenclose_v_X= VXarray(maxV_indices(end));
case 4
lanechosenY = LANEWIDTH*3/2;
max_V_indices= find(indiceslane4,max_lane4_index);
lanechosenspeed= VSpeed-array(maxlVindices(end));
lanechosenclose_v_X= VXarray(maxVindices (end));
end
end
end
% sub-function - lane selection of the recycled vehicle from behind
function
[lane-chosenY,lanechosenspeed,lane_chosenclose_v_X]...
= selectionlanebehind(recycled vehicle_index)
%%%%% the lane that has the biggest space from befind
% lane 1
indices_lanel = (VY-array > -2*LANEWIDTH) & (VYarray...
< -LANEWIDTH);
indicesjlanel(recycled-vehicleindex) = 0;
% exclusion of recycledvehicle
[min-lanel,min-lanelindex] = min(VX.array(indices-lanel));
% lane 2
indiceslane2 = (VY-array > -LANEWIDTH) & (VYarray < 0);
indicesjlane2(recycled-vehicleindex) = 0;
[minlane2,min-lane2_index] = min(VXarray(indiceslane2));
% lane 3
indiceslane3 = (VY-array > 0) & (VY-array < +LANEWIDTH);
indicesjlane3(recycled-vehicleindex) = 0;
(minlane3,min_lane3_index] = min(VX-array(indices-lane3));
% lane 4
indices lane4 = (VY array > +LANEWIDTH) & (VY-array
< +2*LANEWIDTH);
indicesjlane4(recycledvehicleindex) = 0;
[minlane4,minlane4_index] = min(VX array(indices lane4));

% lanechosen
if isempty(minjlanel)
lanechosenY = -LANEWIDTH*3/2;
lanechosen-speed = NaN;
lanechosenclose_v_X = inf;
elseif isempty(minlane2)
lanechosenY = -LANEWIDTH/2;
lanechosen-speed = NaN;
lanechosenclose_v_X = inf;
elseif isempty(minlane3)
lanechosenY = LANEWIDTH/2;
lanechosen-speed = NaN;
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lanechosenclose_v_X = inf;
elseif isempty(minjlane4)
lanechosenY = LANEWIDTH*3/2;
lanechosen-speed = NaN;
lanechosenclose_v_X = inf;
else
[-,lane-chosen] = max([minlanel,minlane2,...
minlane3,minlane4]);
switch lanechosen

case 1
lanechosenY = -LANEWIDTH*3/2;
min_V_indices= find (indices lanel,
min_lanel index);
lanechosen-speed= VSpeed array(min_V_indices(end));
lanechosenclose_v_X= VX_array (min_V_indices (end));
case 2
lanechosenY = -LANEWIDTH/2;
min_V_indices= find(indices lane2,min_lane2_index);
lanechosen-speed= VSpeed-array(min_V_indices (end));
lanechosenclose_v_X= VX_array (min_V_indices (end));
case 3
lanechosenY = LANEWIDTH/2;
min_V_indices= find(indices lane3,minlane3_index);
lanechosen-speed= VSpeed-array(min_V_indices(end));
lanechosenclose_v_X= VXarray (min_V_indices (end));
case 4
lanechosenY = LANEWIDTH*3/2;
min_V_indices= find(indices lane4,min_lane4_index);
lanechosen-speed= VSpeed array(min_V_indices(end));
lanechosenclose_v_X= VXarray (min_V_indices (end));
end
end
end
end

%

%----------------------------------------------------------------------TARGET VEHICLE SPEED REGULATOR
%

function regulated speed = tvspeed-regulator(speed,...
vehicle-type-maxspeed,vehicletypejmin-speed)
if
speed > vehicletype max-speed
regulated-speed = vehicle-typejmax-speed;
e'seif speed < vehicle type-min-speed
regulated-speed = vehicle-typejmin-speed;

else
regulated-speed = speed;
end
end
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%
%

%----------------------------------------------------------------------%
STEER REGULATOR
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------

%----------------------------------------------------------------------GET CLOSEST FRONT VEHICLE
%
%--------------------------------------------------------------------function

%

function regulatedsteer = steer-regulator(steer)
if steer > STEERUNIT
regulatedsteer = STEER.UNIT;
elseif steer < -STEERUNIT
regulatedsteer = -STEERUNIT;
else
regulatedsteer
= steer;
end
end

[front-vehicleindex,frontvehiclespeed,longi-dist]
getFrontVehicle(vehicleindex,tolerance)
%%%% returns for front_vehicleindex
%%% - empty if no vehicle is in front of the vehicleindex
%%% - index of the target vehicle in front of the vehicleindex
(1 ~ NUMCARS)
%%%
%%% - 0 if the host vehicle is the closet front vehicle
front-x = [(VX-array(vehicleindex) + LANE_WIDTH*tolerance),...
(VXarray(vehicle_index) + LANEWIDTH/2),...
(VX-array(vehicleindex) + LANEWIDTH/2),...
(VX-array(vehicle_index) + LANEWIDTH*tolerance),...
(VX-array(vehicleindex) + LANEWIDTH*tolerance)];
fronty = [(VY array(vehicleindex) - LANEWIDTH/2),...
(VY_array(vehicle_index) - LANEWIDTH/2),...
(VY-array(vehicleindex) + LANEWIDTH/2),...
(VY-array(vehicleindex) + LANEWIDTH/2),...
(VYarray(vehicle_index) - LANEWIDTH/2)];
for

j
if

=

1:NUMCARS
-=
vehicle-index
[tvbox_x_front,tv-box_y_front] =
get-vehiclebox(VX-array(j),VYarray(j),...
VHeading-array(j) /180*pi,HEROH/2,HEROH,HEROW);
in_front = inpolygon(tv-box_x_front,...
tvbox_y_front,front-x, fronty);

j

(numel(tvbox_x-front(infront)) >= 1)
frontvehicleindex = j;
frontvehiclespeed = VSpeed array(j);
longi-dist = VX-array(j) - VX-array(vehicleindex);
break;
else
frontvehicleindex = [];
frontvehiclespeed = [1;
longitdist = [];
if
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end
end
end
end

%

%----------------------------------------------------------------------%
VEHICLE STATE UPDATE ACCORDING TO DYNAMICS

function

[new_X,newY,new-heading,newspeed] =
VehicleStateUpdate(X,Y,heading,speed,accel,steer,VehicleH,dt)
new-speed = speed + accel*dt;
newheading = heading + (new-speed/VehicleH*dt)*...
tan(steer/180*pi)/pi*180; % unit: deg;
newX = X + newspeed*dt*cos(new heading/180*pi);
newY = Y + newspeed*dt*sin(newjheading/180*pi);

end

%

------------------------------------------------------------------------

%

%
REACTION TIME
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------function proceed = reaction_time(vehicleindex)
proceed = false;
counterarray(vehicle_index) = counterarray(vehicleindex) + 1;
if counter-array(vehiclejindex) == 8
proceed= true;
counter-array(vehiclejindex) = 0;
end
end

%

%--------------------------------------------------------------------------

%

CHECK COLLISIONS
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------function checkcollision
for i = 1:NUMCARS

[tvbox_x_one,tv-box-y-onel = get-vehiclejbox(VX-array(i),...
VY-array(i),VHeadingarray(i)/180*pi,...
HEROH/2, HEROH, HEROW);

for

j

=

i

1:NUMCARS
~[tv-box-x, tvbox_y] = get-vehicle-box (VX-array (j), ...
VYxarray(j),VHeading-array(j)/180*pi,...
HEROH/2,HEROH,HEROW);
in = inpolygon(tv-boxx,tv-boxy,...
tvbox_xone,tv-box_y_one);
if sum(in>0) > 0
display('colisionbetweenvehicles');
VX-array(j) = ROI_X_lower - 1;
numberofcollisions = numberofcollisions + 1;
break;
end

end
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end
end
%%%% sub-function

: get vehicle polygon

end
function

[box-x,box-y] = getvehicle-box(CenterX,...
CenterY,Heading,Lx-front,length,width)

% heading unit

rad

frontright-x = CenterX+Lxfront*cos(Heading)+...
width/2*cos((Heading-pi/2));
frontright-y = CenterY+Lxfront*sin(Heading)+...
width/2*sin((Heading-pi/2));
frontleftx = CenterX+Lxfront*cos(Heading)+...
width/2*cos((Heading+pi/2));
frontleft-y = CenterY+Lxfront*sin(Heading)+...
width/2*sin((Heading+pi/2));
= CenterX- (length-Lx-front) *cos (Heading) +...
rearright-x
width/2*cos((Heading-pi/2));
rearright-y
= CenterY- (length-Lx-front) *sin (Heading) +...
width/2*sin((Heading-pi/2));
rearleftx = CenterX-(length-Lx-front)*cos(Heading)+...
width/2*cos((Heading+pi/2));
rearleft-y
= CenterY- (length-Lx-front) *sin (Heading) +...
width/2*sin((Heading+pi/2));
box_x =
boxy
=

[frontleftx
[front_left-y

front-rightx
front-right-y

rear-right-x
rear-right-y

rearleft-x];
rearlefty];

end

%

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------%
TRAFFIC FLOW RATE
%
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------function traffic-flow
flow
the vehicle speeds to get the traffic
% take average of all
% rate
trafficflowrate = mean(VSpeed-array);
end
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